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Concrete columns are critical in supporting the weight of an entire structural frame and also play a key role in force transferring
among structural members. +erefore, integrity of the columns, especially their axial load bearing capacity, directly affects the
stability and safety of the entire structure. In this study, a wearable smart hoop is designed tomonitor the axial load of the concrete
columns. +e smart hoop measures the shift in impedance frequency of its integrated piezoelectric transducer and correlates the
frequency to the structural state of the column. In order to validate the feasibility of the smart hoop, an experiment on two
concrete columns with different dimensions is carried out. +e smart hoop is installed on each column. +en, an increasing axial
load was applied onto the specimen, and the admittance of the PZT patch is acquired under different load levels by using an
impedance analyzer. Finally, frequencies corresponding to the peak and trough in the susceptance of the admittance signal are
collected as the monitoring index to estimate the axial load variation on the specimen. +e experimental results demonstrated a
downward shift in frequency corresponding to an increase of axial load. +e results validate the feasibility of the wearable smart
hoop in monitoring axial load for concrete columns and show potential for retrofit on existing columns.

1. Introduction

Concrete columns are important load transferring compo-
nents and play a key role in the structural integrity of most
concrete buildings. +e structural health of the columns
directly influences the stability and safety of the entire
structural system. Knowledge of a column’s axial load
bearing capacity can help determine the integrity of the
structural system and has therefore been the subject of at-
tention for many researchers. For example, Ferrotto et al.
conducted a series of experimental investigation and the-
oretical analysis to study the compressive behavior of RC
columns strengthened by steel or fiber-reinforced polymer
(FRP) jackets when subjected to the axial preload [1–4].

In recent years, numerous research efforts in the area of
structural health monitoring (SHM) have been conducted to
improve our ability to assess structural integrity. For

instance, efforts have been devoted to detect structural
damage, identify service conditions, and evaluate the re-
sidual life of concrete structures. In order to overcome the
limitations on conventional manual inspection, which is
time-consuming and costly, research efforts have focused on
monitoring techniques that aim to extract the most infor-
mation with the least amount of skilled human intervention.
Such techniques include the measurement of acoustic
emission (AE), which involves the recording of elastic waves
generated by the release of localized internal energy from
within the host structure. An advantage for AEmonitoring is
that the position of the developing cracks can be determined
and the entire structure can be tested without interrupting
the performance of the structure [5–7]. On the other hand,
visual monitoring is speedy and inexpensive and has thus
become the most popular approach to detecting exterior
defects in concrete structures [8, 9]. Terrestrial laser
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scanning (TLS), which generates a point cloud that estimates
the topology of an object’s surface, was also utilized to detect
defects on the surfaces of concrete structures. TLS has
demonstrated the ability to simultaneously localize and
quantify spalling defects [10]. Recent years have seen the
introduction of smart materials and structures, such as fiber
optic sensors and piezoelectric materials, for the SHM of
concrete structures. Fiber optic fiber Bragg grating (FBG)
sensors have in particular received much attention due to
their high precision and small size. FBGs are also resistant to
corrosive environments and are low cost per sensor. FBGs
have, for example, been embedded in concrete for defor-
mation monitoring and traffic load assessment in bridges
[11–14]. At the same time, piezoelectric transducers have
been readily accepted for the concrete structural health
monitoring due to their advantages of active sensing, low
cost, rapid response, availability in different geometries, and
simplicity of implementation [15–20]. Piezoelectric trans-
ducers, which are often composed of lead zirconate titanate
(PZT), experience a measurable change in electromechanical
impedance (EMI) when local mechanical conditions change,
such as due to damage in the structure hosting the trans-
ducer. EMI technique can be performed using a single
transducer and is noninvasive, leading to an increasing
popularity for use in SHM over the past decades.

Changes in the EMI of a piezoelectric transducer can be
quantified by the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of
the impedance signatures. +e RMSD has been used as an
index to quantitatively evaluate damage in a variety of
structures [21–24]. +e frequency shift of an acquired im-
pedance signal was also utilized as a metric to estimate the
health of the structure. For example, Ong et al. [25] de-
veloped a dynamic impedance model to investigate the
influence of in situ stress on the dynamic and electrome-
chanical response of surface bonded piezoelectric trans-
ducers. +e model helped discover that the natural
frequency of the transducers shifts in the presence of in situ
stress. Lim and Soh [26] reported a series of experimental,
analytical, and numerical studies that investigated the effect
of axial load and fixed boundary conditions on the admit-
tance signatures and demonstrated that the tensile stress
induces stiffening effect and results in the change of the
resonance frequency of the peaks in the admittance signa-
ture spectrum. Shao et al. [27] and Liang et al. [28], re-
spectively, monitored the bolt looseness and the load
variation of pin connected structures via measurement of
impedance frequency shift. Wang et al. [29] demonstrated
that when the host structure is subjected to a tensile stress,
the resonances in the admittance spectrum of a PZT
transducer increase linearly.

One goal of piezo-based SHM research is to understand
the influence of axial force, as experienced by the host
structure, on the probing signals of the transducers. Liu et al.
[30] experimentally investigated the effects of axial com-
pressive loading on the amplitude and velocity of active
sensing signals generated and received by embedded piezo-
based smart aggregate (SA) transducers. +e experimental
results demonstrated that the amplitude attenuation is de-
pendent on both frequency and load history, while the velocity

is highly stress-dependent. Wang et al. [31] investigated the
influence of compressive loads on EMI-based damage
monitoring of standard concrete cube specimens at five
different steel fiber contents. +e EMI signals were collected
from an embedded SA sensor, and the repeating test results
showed that there is a great linearity between the RMSD based
index and the applied loading. Both studies [26, 27] utilized
embedded SA sensors to realize the load monitoring or
damage detection; however, SAs cannot be practically em-
bedded in the already existing concrete structures.

+us, this study simultaneously explores the feasibility of
SHM through the wearable device using the piezoelectric
transducers and the use of high-frequency range (MHz)
impedance shifts for axial load monitoring in concrete
columns, which has not yet been reported in the literature.
Specifically, this study investigates the following:

(1) Design and assembly of a wearable smart hoop,
which includes a piezoelectric sensor bonded onto a
polished face of the fastening bolt and the theoretical
derivation of the relationship between the axial load
on the host structure and the internal force of the
smart hoop

(2) Experimental investigation of the relationship be-
tween the piezoelectric impedance frequency shift
and the applied axial load on the concrete columns

(3) Quantitative evaluation of the axial load applied on
the concrete specimen based on the load monitoring
index

In this research, two concrete columns with different
dimensions are poured and tested in the laboratory. In the
experiment, increasing axial loads are applied on columns
using a universal hydraulic testing machine. A wearable
smart hoop is tightened around the tested column and a
precision impedance analyzer measures the impedance
signatures of the PZT bonded on the hoop. In addition, the
frequencies corresponding to the peak and trough of the
acquired admittance signature under different load condi-
tions directly serve as indicators for the load monitoring
index. +e results facilitate a discussion on the feasibility of
the proposed smart hoop to be used for monitoring of
concrete columns.

2. Detection Principle

2.1. Electromechanical Impedance (EMI). +e impedance-
based health monitoring method was first conceptualized by
Liang et al. [32]; then subsequent applications of the EMI
method were reported by several other researchers [33–38].
+is technique takes full advantages of the unique electro-
mechanical properties of the piezoelectric patches, which
have dual functions as sensors and actuators, simulta-
neously. +e interactive electromechanical coupling mech-
anisms provide the piezoelectric patches the possibility to
response, within the sensing frequency range, to even the
slightest alterations in the frequency response functions
(FRF) of its host structure; thus the structural health can be
directly detected and monitored.
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For the EMI technique, the electromechanical coupling
between the PZT patches and the host structure can be
conceptually represented by an ideal 1D electromechanical
system [32, 39]. Assuming a surface-bonded PZT patch is
attached to one end of the host structure represented by a
single degree-of-freedom (DOF) system (i.e., a spring-mass-
damper system), the other end of the PZT patch is fixed.
+en, a harmonic input voltageV(ω) at an angular frequency
ω is applied on the PZT patch and thus induces an axial
vibration. +erefore, the electric admittance Y(ω), as an
inverse of the electrical impedance Z(ω), of the PZTpatch is
a combined function of the mechanical impedance of the
PZTpatch Za(ω) and that of the host structure Zs(ω) and can
be expressed in the following equation:

Y(ω) �
I

V
� iωa εT

33(1 − iδ) −
Zs(ω)

Zs(ω) + Za(ω)
d
2
3x

Y
E

xx ,

(1)

where V and I denote the input voltage and the output
current of the PZT patch, respectively; a is the geometric
constant of the PZT patch; YE

xx, εT
33, and δ are the complex

Young’s modulus within zero electric field, the dielectric
constant at zero stress, and the dielectric loss tangent of the
PZT patch, respectively; d3x is the piezoelectric coupling
constant in the arbitrary x direction at zero stress.

+e EMI technique, which can measure changes in the
local impedance with high frequency and is very sensitive to
local damage, can be employed for development of a
nondestructive damage detection and structural health
monitoring system. Changes in the mechanical properties of
the host structure can be measured by monitoring the
changes in the output of the EMI function, as indicated in
(1).

2.2. Piezoelectric-Based Smart Hoop. In this study, a wear-
able smart hoop with the piezoelectric transducer is designed
and applied to monitor the axial load variation of concrete
columns, as shown in Figure 1. +e smart hoop consists of a
steel hoop, a fastening bolt, and a rectangular PZT patch
bonded on a polished face of the fastening bolt. By fastening
or loosening the bolt, the diameter of the smart hoop can be
adjusted to adapt to the existing columns with different
dimensions.

As shown in Figure 2(a), when the smart hoop is in-
stalled onto a cylindrical concrete column with radius of R
and an axial load F is applied to the top surface of the
column, then the loading status of the smart hoop can be
analyzed. Assuming the force applied on the smart hoop due
to the effect of the axial force F can be regarded as a uniform
pressure P0, as shown in Figure 2(b), thus a positive cor-
relation between these two parameters can be summarized as

P0∝F. (2)

It should be noted that the concrete column always
expands along the radial direction in response to a com-
pressive axial force, while the stress and deformation of the
concrete along the height are actually quite nonuniform due

to the cyclo-hoop effect [40, 41]. +e uniform pressure P0 of
the smart hoop is directly related to the installation position
and is very different along the height of the columns. But the
cyclo-hoop effect does not influence the effectiveness of (2)
that the pressure P0 increases with the applied axial load F in
this study.

For a concrete column, the pressure P0 exerted on the
smart hoop increases with the axial load F on the column.
+e tension through the fastening bolt (denoted as F0 in
Figure 2(b)) can be expressed as

F0 �
1
2


π

0
df �

1
2


π

0
R · dθ · b · P0 · Sinθ � RbP0, (3)

in which F0 is the tension of the fastening bolt, P0 is the
pressure applied on the smart hoop along the radial di-
rection, R denotes the radius of the concrete column, and b is
the width of the smart hoop. +is equation indicates that
there is a proportional relationship between the tension F0
and the applied pressure P0 on the smart hoop.

Substituting (3) into (2), thus F0 is positively correlated
to the axial load F, or in other words,

F0∝F. (4)

+e above analysis suggests that, with an increase of the
axial load on the column, the reaction force between the
smart hoop and the column also increases, which in turn
increases the tension of the fastening bolt. As described in
Section 2.1, physical changes in the fastening bolt due to
applied tension can be detected by analyzing the impedance
signatures of the PZT patch bonded on the bolt.

3. Pretest Investigation

In order to elucidate the relationship between the applied
load on the host structure and the loading monitoring index
via measurement of the piezoelectric impedance frequency
shift, a simplified test is first conducted prior to the ex-
perimental investigation for the smart hoop, as shown in
Figure 3. A steel plate (300mm× 15mm× 1mm) with a
surface bonded PZT patch (20mm× 7mm× 0.5mm) is
axially tensioned by a universal testing machine. Figure 4
presents the experimental setup.

PZT patch Fastening bolt
Hoop

Figure 1: Schematic of the smart hoop.
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Figure 2: Loading diagram when the column is subjected to the axial load: (a) the column installed with the smart hoop; (b) the cutaway
view for the smart hoop.

Tension

Impedance analyzer

PZT patch Steel plate

Tension

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the simplified test.

Steel plate

PZT patch

Figure 4: Experimental setup for tensioning the steel plate.
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+e lower frequency range (<1MHz) of the EMI signal is
often used in the literature to detect changes in the structural
integrity because in the lower frequency range, the EMI
signal is more sensitive to slight changes and incipient
damage [22, 42, 43]. Recently, researchers have begun to
look towards the high-frequency band (MHz) tomonitor the
stress state of structures, and the experimental investigation
had successfully provided interesting results [27, 29].
+erefore, a wide frequency scan of the impedance signal in
a high-frequency range (MHz) is conducted in the study by
an impedance analyzer (WKE 6500B, Wayne Kerr Elec-
tronics Co., UK) and the measured result is shown in
Figure 5. +us, frequency ranges between 2000 kHz and
2150 kHz and 3300 kHz and 3420 kHz are selected as the
impedance-sensitive range in this study.

It should be noted that several researchers [29, 44] had
demonstrated that the susceptance signature (i.e., the
imaginary part of the admittance) may be superior to the
conductance signature (i.e., the real part of the admittance)
for monitoring in situ stress in the host structure. +erefore,
in this study, the imaginary part of the admittance signal
under these two selected frequency range is acquired by the
impedance analyzer under different load conditions, and the
test results are shown in Figure 6–9.

Figures 6–9 show that an increase of the tension applied
on the steel plate leads to a significant downward (i.e., to-
wards the left) frequency shift for the admittance signatures
of the PZT patch surface bonded on the plate. In addition,
the monitoring indices (i.e., the frequencies corresponding
to the wave peak and trough of the signal) consistently
decrease with the increasing tension applied on steel plate.
+erefore, the above results of this simplified test demon-
strate that measurement of the impedance frequency shift
can reveal the relationship between the applied load on the
host structure and the corresponding monitoring indices.
+e simple test showed that increasing tension on the host
structure directly induced a downward shift in the admit-
tance signal of the PZT patch. +e frequencies of the wave
peak and trough also decrease with the increasing tension
applied on the structure. Knowledge of this relationship will
help to describe and explain the following experimental
investigation results for the smart hoop.

4. Experimental Setup and Procedures for the
Wearable Smart Hoop

Based on the above theoretical analysis and the simplified
test, an axial compression test is performed on two cylin-
drical columns equipped and installed with the wearable
smart hoop to validate the monitoring capabilities of the
smart hoop. +e piezoelectric impedance frequency shift is
measured to quantitatively evaluate the loading variation for
each column.

4.1. Concrete Column and Smart Hoop. +e dimensions of
the columns are φ150mm× 300mm (#1) and
φ185mm× 200mm (#2), as shown in Figure 10. For the
proposed wearable smart hoop, a rectangular PZT-5

(20mm× 7mm× 0.5mm) patch is bonded on a polished
face of the fastening bolt using the epoxy. By adjusting the
fastening bolt, the smart hoop is tightened at the midheight
of the columns.

4.2. Experimental Setup. +e instrumental setup is shown in
Figure 11.+e admittance signatures of the PZTpatch on the
smart hoop are measured by a precision impedance analyzer
(WK6500B,Wayne Kerr Electronics Co., UK) over 2490 kHz
to 2500 kHz for column #1 and 2450 kHz to 2470 kHz for
column #2. +e data is transmitted from the impedance
analyzer to be stored in the laptop via a LAN connection for
the further postprocessing. A 1000 kN capacity universal
hydraulic testing machine is used to apply the axial com-
pressive load on the columns, as shown in Figure 12. For
column #1, axial loads are applied from 0 to 440 kN in
increments of 40 kN, and for column #2, the loads increase
from 0 to 650 kN in increments of 50 kN. +e axial load was
applied onto the top surface of the concrete specimen by the
hydraulic testing machine with a load rate of 0.5 kN/s. For
each loading level, the axial force lasted 360 s, and the EMI
admittance signatures of the PZTpatches are acquired using
the impedance analyzer.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Test Results for Column #1. +e sensitivity of the im-
pedance-based health monitoring technique is closely re-
lated to the selected frequency range. Prior to the test, the
PZT patches on the host structure are scanned over from
1 kHz to 5MHz in order to select a suitable frequency range
for acquiring the impedance signatures, as shown in Fig-
ure 13. Subsequently, the frequency range, from 2490 kHz to
2500 kHz, is selected since a significant wave peak in the
imaginary part of the admittance signature is covered in this
range.

Figure 14 presents the imaginary part of the admittance
signatures at different load levels for the specimen #1, and
from the figure, it can be observed that an increase of the
axial load applied on column #1 leads to a significant
downward shift in the impedance peak frequency. In this
study, the frequencies at which the peak and trough of the
admittance signal occur serve as the loading monitoring
index. Figure 15 shows that these monitoring indices con-
sistently decrease with the increasing axial loads for column
#1. On the other hand, it is also observed that the frequency
shift in the ranges of the initial (0 kN) to 80 kN and the
360 kN to 440 kN has a more significant decline than other
load situations, as shown in Figures 14 and 15. +is phe-
nomenon may be caused by the redistribution of the internal
force for the steel smart hoop during the experiment. At the
beginning, the interface contact between the hoop and the
RC column becomes tighter very quickly in the initial load
conditions (i.e., from 0 kN to 80 kN) with the increase of the
applied axial load, and then the contact reaches its stabili-
zation stage (i.e., from 80 kN to 360 kN), which induces the
impedance frequency shift changes relatively smoothly. At
last, with the increase of the applied load, it is predicted that
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the concrete in the weakness area of the column reaches its
ultimate bearing capacity and becomes break and spalling,
which finally induces the redistribution of the internal force
of the concrete column and the smart hoop. In this situation
(i.e., from 360 kN to 440 kN), the frequency shift also
presents a significant drop as shown in the figures. It should
be noted that further research is needed if more underlying
cause is required. Due to the space limitation, no more
discussion is presented in this study.

5.2. Test Results for Column #2. In order to further validate
the feasibility of the smart hoop, the axial test is repeated on
column #2. As with column #1, a wide frequency swept test

from 1 kHz to 5MHz is conducted to select the suitable
frequency range to interrogate the smart hoop after the
smart hoop has been installed onto the specimen. Figure 16
shows the scan result of the admittance signature for column
#2. As can be seen in the figure, the sensitive frequency range
is situated between 2450 kHz and 2470 kHz. Figure 17
presents the acquired admittance (imaginary part) signa-
tures under the 14 different load conditions from the initial
condition (0 kN) to 650 kN, at which the specimen broke. As
with the first test, a similar phenomenon can be observed in
which the frequency of the admittance signals shifted left-
wards with the increase of the axial load. Figure 18 shows the
change of the monitoring indices (i.e., frequencies of the
peaks and troughs) as the load changes. +e experimental
results for columns #1 and #2 share a similar response to
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Figure 5: Scanned results for the additional experiment.
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Figure 6: Admittance (imaginary part) signatures at different load
conditions between 2000 kHz and 2150 kHz excitation.
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axial loads and demonstrate the ability of the smart hoop to
monitor the axial load variation when the hoop is used to
measure the shift in the impedance frequency.

5.3. Discussion. In this manuscript, a feasibility study on the
wearable smart hoop for the monitoring the axial load
variation of concrete columns is conducted. +e principle
used by the smart hoop is to measure the shift of the im-
pedance frequency of the piezoelectric transducer installed
on the smart hoop. +e results from both the simplified

tension test of a steel plate and the axial compression test of
two cylindrical concrete columns are in good agreement.
Both tests demonstrate the ability of the coupled piezo-
electric transducer to detect changes of the axial load applied
on the host structure. In addition, the proposed monitoring
indices, that is, the frequencies corresponding to the wave
peak and trough of the admittance signal, decrease with the
increasing load on the host structure.

However, it should be noted that the relationship be-
tween the frequency of the admittance signature and the

Precision impedance analyzer
(WK6500B)

LAN cable

Laptop with supporting software

Smart hoop

Figure 11: Setup of the smart hoop in relation to the impedance analyzer and laptop.

Universal hydraulic
testing machine

Specimen

Smart hoop

Figure 12: Experimental setup using the universal hydraulic testing machine.
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applied load on the host structure will require further study,
and a more comprehensive equation with a suitable physical
interpretation should be derived. Furthermore, only the
cylindrical RC columns were employed and investigated in
this study to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Due to the difference of load-transferring mechanism, the
ring-shaped hoop may have been difficult to directly identify
the axial load variation for square or rectangular columns;
thus a significant improvement for the smart hoop may be
needed and require further research in the future work. +e
lamb wave propagation and final detection results of the
smart hoop will also be influenced by other factors, in-
cluding thermal stress, moisture, environmental pressure,

sensor location, and structural materials. Several researchers
have experimentally verified that changing the ambient
temperature will induce differences in EMI-based detection
results, including magnitude changes or frequency shifts in
the measured impedance signatures [45, 46]. Finally, the
current study is limited to small scale, cylindrical concrete
columns. +erefore, future work should be performed on
larger scale columns in preparation for practical
deployment.

On the other hand, the usefulness of the proposed smart
hoop can not only be limited in the area of load variation
monitoring for RC columns; this detection principle and
smart hoop can also be employed to evaluate the degradation
phenomenon, such as the corrosion of the reinforcement
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Figure 13: Admittance characteristics for column #1.
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Figure 16: Scan results of the admittance for column #2.
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bars in concrete columns [47–49]. In the next works, one of
the research topics is to investigate and validate the feasi-
bility of the proposed method in the area of the strength
evaluation of deteriorated RC structures.

6. Conclusions

In this study, a wearable smart hoop is proposed to monitor
axial load variation for the cylindrical columns through the
measurement of shifts in the impedance frequency of the
piezoelectric transducer that bonded on the hoop. In order
to validate the feasibility of the wearable smart hoop, a
simplified tension test involving a piezoelectric transducer
bonded to steel plate is carried out to examine the behavior
of the piezoelectric transducer’s impedance frequency when
the steel plate is tensioned. +en, two cylindrical concrete
columns with different dimensions are poured and subjected
to axial compression tests while equipped with the smart
hoop. All the experimental results presented a significant
leftward (i.e., downwards) frequency shift for the imaginary
part of the admittance signal when the load increases. +e
proposed loading monitoring indices (i.e., the frequencies
corresponding to the wave peak and trough of the admit-
tance signal) shared a similar tendency to drop with the
increase of axial load on the tested column. +erefore, a
conclusion can be drawn that the wearable smart hoop has
the potential to follow axial loading variation on existing
concrete columns by analyzing the frequency shift of the
measured admittance signal.
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